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ABSTRACT

This application note is intended to show a general solution

for implementing a low cost A/D and a 2-way multiplexed

LCD drive using National Semiconductor’s COP840C 8-bit

microcontroller. The implementation is demonstrated by

means of a digital personal scale. Details and function of

the weight sensor itself are not covered in this note. Also

the algorithms used to calculate the weight from the mea-

sured frequency are not included, as they are too specific

and depend on the kind of sensor used.

Typical Applications

Y Weighing scales
Y Sensors with voltage output
Y Capacitive or resistive sensors
Y All kinds of measuring equipment
Y Automotive test and control systems

Features
Y 2-way multiplexed LCD drive capability up to 30 seg-

ments (4 digit and 2 dot points)
Y Precision frequency measurement
Y Low current consumption
Y Current saving HALT mode
Y Additional computing power for application

specific tasks

INTRODUCTION

Today’s most popular digital scales all have the following

characteristics:

They are battery powered and use a LCD to display the

weight. Instead of using a discrete A/D-converter, in many

cases a V/F converter is used, which converts an output

voltage change of the weight sensor to a frequency change.

This frequency is measured by a microcontroller and is used

to calculate the weight. The advantages of a V/F over an

A/D converter are multifold. Only one line from the V/F to

the microcontroller is needed, whereas a parallel A/D

needs at least 8 lines or even more (National also offers

A/Ds with serial output). A V/F can be constructed very

simply using National Semiconductor’s low cost, precision

voltage to frequency converters LM331 or LM331A. Other

possibilities are using Op-amps or a 555-timer in astable

mode.

V/F-CONVERSION

Hardware

The basic configuration of the scale described in this appli-

cation note is shown in Figure 1.

TL/DD/10788–1

FIGURE 1. System Diagram
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A capacitive or resistive sensor’s weight related capaci-

tance or resistance change is transformed by a 555 timer (in

astable mode) to a change of frequency. The output fre-

quency f is determined by the formula:

f e 1.44/((Ra a 2Rb) *C)

The output high time is given by:

t1 e 0.693* (Ra a Rb) *C

The output low time is given by:

t2 e 0.693* Rb* C

This frequency is measured using the COP800 16-bit timer

in the ‘‘input capture’’ mode. After calculation, the weight is

displayed on a 2-way multiplexed LCD. Using this configura-

tion a complete scale can be built using only two ICs and a

few external passive components.

For more information on V/F converters generally used with

voltage output sensors, refer to the literature listed in the

reference section.

Frequency Measurement

The COP 16-bit timer is ideally suited for precise frequency

measurements with minimum software overhead. This timer

has three programmable operating modes, of which the ‘‘in-

put capture’’ mode is used for the frequency measurement.

Allocated with the timer is a 16-bit ‘‘autoload/capture regis-

ter’’. The G3-I/O-pin serves as the timer capture input (TIO).

In the ‘‘input capture’’ mode the timer is decremented with

the instruction cycle frequency (tc). Each positive going

edge at TIO (also neg. edge programmable) causes the tim-

er value to be copied automatically to the autoload/capture

register without stopping the timer or destroying its

contents. The ‘‘timer pending’’ flag (TPND) in the PSW-reg-

ister is set to indicate a capture has occurred, and if the

timer-interrupt is enabled, an interrupt is generated. The fre-

quency measurement routine listed below executes the fol-

lowing operations (refer to the RAM/register definition file

listed at the beginning for symbolic names used in the rou-

tines):

The timer is preset with FFFF Hex and is started by setting

the TRUN bit, after which the software checks the TPND-

flag in a loop (timer interrupt is disabled). When the TPND

flag is set the first time, the contents of the capture register

is saved in RAM locations STALO and STAHI (start value).

The TPND pending flag now must be reset by the software.

Then, another 255 positive going edges are counted (equal

to 255 pulses) before the capture register is saved in RAM

locations ENDLO, ENDHI (end value). The shortest time pe-

riod that can be measured depends on the number of in-

struction cycles needed to save the capture register, be-

cause with the next positive going edge on TIO the contents

of the capture register is overwritten (worst case is 18 in-

struction cycles, which equals a max. frequency of 55.5 kHz

at tc e 1 ms).

The end-value is subtracted from the start-value and the

result is restored in RAM locations STALO, STAHI. This val-

ue can then be used to calculate the time period of the

frequency applied to TIO (G3) by multiplying it with the tc-

time and dividing the result by the number of pulses mea-

sured (N e 255).

T e (startvalueb endvalue) *tc/N
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2-WAY MULTIPLEXED LCD DRIVE

Today a wide variety of LCDs, ranging from static to multi-

plex rates of 1:64 are available on the market. The multiplex

rate of a LCD can be determined by the number of its back-

planes (segment-common plate). The higher the multiplex

rate the more individual segments can be controlled using

only one line. e.g. a static LCD only has one backplane; only

one segment can be controlled with one line. A two-way

multiplexed LCD has two backplanes and two segments

can be controlled with one line, etc.

Common to all LCDs is the fact that the drive voltage ap-

plied to the backplane(s) and segments has to be alternat-

ing. DC-components higher than 100 mV can cause electro-

chemical reactions (refer to manufacturer’s spec), which re-

duce reliability and lifetime of the display.

If the multiplex ratio of the LCD is N and the amount of

available outputs is M, the number of segments that can be

driven is:

S e (M b N) * N

So the maximum number of a 2-way mux LCD’s segments

that can be driven with a COP800 in 28-pin package (if all

outputs can be used to drive the LCD) is:

S e (18 b 2) * 2 e 32

During one LCD refresh cycle tx (typical values for 1/tx e fx

are in the range 30 Hz . . . 60 Hz), three different voltages

levels: Vop, 0.5*Vop and 0V have to be generated. The

‘‘off’’ voltage across a segment is not 0V as with static

LCDs and also the ‘‘on’’ voltage is not Vop, but only a frac-

tion of it. The ratio of ‘‘on’’ to ‘‘off’’ r.m.s.-voltage (discrimi-

nation) is determined by the multiplex ratio and the number

of voltage levels involved. The most desirable discrimination

ratio is one that maximizes the ratio of VON to VOFF, allow-

ing the maximum voltage difference between activated and

non-activated states. In general the maximum achievable

ratio for any particular value of N is given by:

(VON/VOFF) max e SQR ((SQR(N) a 1)/(SQR(N) b 1))

SQR e square root

Using this formula the maximum achievable discrimination

ratio for a 2-way multiplex LCD is 2.41, however, it is also

possible to order a customized display with a smaller ratio.

For ease of operation, most LCD drivers use equal voltage

steps (0V, 0.5 *Vop, Vop). Thus a discrimination ratio of

2.24 is achieved. When using the COP800 to drive a 2-way

multiplexed LCD the only external hardware required to

achieve the three voltage steps are 4 equal resistors that

form two voltage dividersÐone for each backplane

(Figure 1) . The procedure is to set G4 and G5 to ‘‘0’’ for 0V,

to HI-Z (TRI-STATEÉ) for 0.5*Vop and to ‘‘1’’ in order to

establish Vop at the backplane electrodes.

With the COP800 each I/O pin can be set individually to

TRI-STATE, ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’, so this procedure can be imple-

mented very easily.

The current consumption of typical LCDs is in the range of

3 mA to 4 mA (at Vop e 4.5V, refresh rate 60 Hz) per square

centimeter of activated area. Thus the backplane and seg-

ment terminals can be treated as Hi-Z loads. At high refresh

rates the LCD’s current consumption increases dramatical-

ly, which is the reason why many LCD manufacturers rec-

ommend not using a refresh frequency higher than 60 Hz.

Timing Considerations

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, one LCD refresh cycle tx is

subdivided into four equally distant time sections ta, tb, tc

and td during which the backplane and segment terminals

have to be updated in order to switch a specific segment on

or off. Considering a refresh frequency of 50 Hz (tx e

20 ms) ta, tb, tc and td are equal to 5 ms; a COP800 running

from an external clock of 2 MHz has an internal instruction

cycle time of 5 ms and a typical current consumption of less

than 350 mA (at VCC e 3V and room temperature), thus

meeting both the requirements of low current consumption

and additional computing power between LCD refreshes.

The timing is done using the COP800’s 16-bit timer in the

PWM autoload mode. The timer and the assigned 16-bit

autoload register are preset with proper values. By setting

the TRUN-flag in the CNTRL-register the timer is decre-

mented each instruction cycle. A flag (TPND) is set at un-

derflow and the timer is automatically reloaded with the val-

ue stored in the autoload-register. Timer underflow can also

be programmed to generate an interrupt.

Segment Control

Figure 2 shows the voltage-waveforms applied to the two

backplane-electrodes (a) and the waveform at a segement-

electrode (b), which is needed to switch segment A on and

segment B off. The resulting voltage over the segments (c

and d) is achieved by subtracting waveform (b) from BP1

(segment A) and waveform (b) from BP2 (segment B).

Figure 3 shows the four different waveforms which must be

generated to meet all possible combinations of two seg-

ments connected to the same driving terminal (off-off, on-

off, off-on, on-on).

Figure 4 shows the internal segment and backplane con-

nections for a typical 2-way mux LCD.

6
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FIGURE 2. LCD Waveforms
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FIGURE 3. Backplane and Segment Voltage Scheme for 1:2 Mux LCD-Drive
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FIGURE 4. Customized LCD Display (Backplane and Segment Organization)

LCD Drive Subroutine

The LCD drive subroutine DISPL converts a 16-bit binary

value to a 24-bit BCD-value for easier display data fetch.

The drive subroutine itself is built up of a main routine doing

the backplane refresh and 7 subroutines (SEG0, SEG1,

SEG2, SEG3, SEGOUT, TTPND, DISPD). The subroutines

SEG0 to SEG4 are used to get the LCD segment data from

a look-up table in ROM for time phases ta, tb, tc and td

respectively. Subroutine SEGOUT writes the segment data

for each time phase to the corresponding output ports. One

time phase takes 5 ms, giving a total refresh cycle time of

20 ms (50 Hz). The exact timing is done by using the

COP800 16-bit timer in the PWM autoload mode. In that

mode the timer is reloaded with the value stored in the auto-

load register on every timer underflow. At the same time the

timer pending flag is set. The subroutine TTPND checks this

flag in a loop. If the timer pending flag is set, this subroutine

resets it and returns to the calling program. Thus a 5 ms

time delay is created before the segment and backplane

data for the next time phase is written to the output ports.

Finally the subroutine DISPD switches off the LCD by set-

ting the backplane and segment connections to ‘‘0’’. In this

digital scale application a frequency measurement is made

while the LCD is off. Then the weight is calculated from this

frequency and is displayed for 10s. After this 10s the LCD is

switched off again and the COP800 is programmed to enter

the current saving HALT mode (IDD k 10 mA). A new weight

cycle on the digital scale is initiated by pressing a push but-

ton, which causes a reset of the microcontroller.

CONCLUSIONS

National Semiconductor’s COP800 Microcontroller family is

ideally suited for use with V/F converters and 2-way multi-

plexed LCDs, as they offer features, which are essential for

these types of applications. The high resolution, 3-mode

programmable 16-bit timer allows precise frequency mea-

surement in the input capture mode with minimum software

overhead. The timer’s PWM autoreload mode offers an

easy way to implement a precise timebase for the LCD re-

fresh. The COP800’s programmable I/O ports provide flexi-

bility in driving 2-way multiplexed LCDs directly. The

COP800 family, fabricated using M2CMOS technology, of-

fers both low voltage (min VCC of 2.5V) and low current

drain.
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APPENDIXÐSoftware Routines
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SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION. As used herein:

1. Life support devices or systems are devices or 2. A critical component is any component of a life

systems which, (a) are intended for surgical implant support device or system whose failure to perform can

into the body, or (b) support or sustain life, and whose be reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life

failure to perform, when properly used in accordance support device or system, or to affect its safety or

with instructions for use provided in the labeling, can effectiveness.

be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury

to the user.
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